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Promiscuity of Images
Memes from an English–German–Hungarian Contrastive Perspective

In this paper we are going to introduce and describe the basic hypotheses of
memetics by the socio-biologist Dawkins and its altered version developed and/or modified by the philosopher Dennett. We are also going to try to give an explanation why funny pictures (and their varieties) spreading on the Internet are more and more often considered as memes, that is in what measure they meet the requirements of the criteria of
Dawkin’s memetics and that of Dennett’s.
The basics of memetics lay in evolutionary biology; Dawkins says that ideas are
new replicators, and uses the term ‘meme’ – first in 1976 – to describe the complex of
ideas, the units of cultural transmission or imitation that are capable of transforming
themselves into units to be observed. Dawkins’ meme concept, which is originally based
on Darwin’s theory of evolution, has gone through a large expansion of semantic interpretation: from the definition of cultural gene, the cultural unit transmitted by imitation to
the general term defines it as practically any audio-visual-textual content spreading uncontrolled and as a sort of unwritten tradition on the Internet.
Memes on the Internet can be characterized with a feature of gossiping, typical of
orality, actuality, and instant reaction to actions. This meme is a phenomenon, notion,
text, picture or text-picture combination that is trendy and spreads on the Internet; its
content can be a joke, gossip, picture, website, reference, or rumor. All of these share the
same features, that is they are fast and spread on the Internet. These memes – unaltered or
with more or less changes – may revolve and linger on the Internet for years, but most of
them generally last for only a few weeks or months.
The empirical research supplementing the talk investigates in what extent memes
relate to the conventions of a certain culture, whether speakers of other languages or of
other cultures can comprehend them, and if foreign memes can be easily adopted on the
local market by translating textual information.
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